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Aggregates of oxygen vacancies ~F centers! represent a particular form of point defects in ionic crystals. In
this study we have considered the combination of two oxygen vacancies, the M center, in the bulk and on the
surface of MgO by means of cluster model calculations. Both neutral and charged forms of the defect M and
M 1 have been taken into account. The ground state of the M center is characterized by the presence of two
doubly occupied impurity levels in the gap of the material; in M 1 centers the highest level is singly occupied.
For the ground-state properties we used a gradient corrected density functional theory approach. The dipole-
allowed singlet-to-singlet and doublet-to-doublet electronic transitions have been determined by means of
explicitly correlated multireference second-order perturbation theory calculations. These have been compared
with optical transitions determined with the time-dependent density functional theory formalism. The results
show that bulk M and M 1 centers give rise to intense absorptions at about 4.4 and 4.0 eV, respectively. Another
less intense transition at 1.3 eV has also been found for the M 1 center. On the surface the transitions occur at
1.6 eV (M 1) and 2 eV ~M!. The results are compared with recently reported electron energy loss spectroscopy
spectra on MgO thin films.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.054101 PACS number~s!: 61.72.Ji, 61.72.Bb, 77.84.BwI. INTRODUCTION
Oxygen vacancies represent one of the most common
point defects in oxides.1 Depending on the nature of the ma-
terial, ionic, covalent, or mixed, the removal of an O atom
from the lattice or from the surface results in a different
electronic and geometric rearrangement of the structure. In
ionic oxides, such as MgO, the removal of a neutral O atom
from a lattice nominally composed of O22 and Mg21 ions
results in a cavity ~octahedral in the bulk and square pyrami-
dal on the surface! and two electrons. The two electrons are
confined in the cavity region by the effect of the strong
Madelung field, giving rise to an F center, a point defect with
specific optical properties which is responsible for the color-
ing of the sample. The removal of an O2 radical ion, on the
other hand, results in a single electron trapped in the cavity,
leading to a paramagnetic F1 color center. F and F1 centers
can be located in the bulk or on the surface of the material
~in this latter case the symbol FS is used to distinguish the
defect from its bulk counterpart!. F1 centers, being para-
magnetic, can be detected by electron paramagnetic reso-
nance ~EPR!; however, this technique can be applied only to
high surface area polycrystalline materials and is of little
help for the study of the surface centers on MgO single
crystals or thin films. The other technique which has been
widely used to characterize oxygen vacancies is optical
spectroscopy.
Bulk F and F1 centers in MgO give rise to an intense
adsorption band at around 5 eV. Kappers et al.2 found that
the band is actually the convolution of two distinct absorp-0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054101~9!/$20.00 68 0541tion bands at 4.96 and 5.03 eV, due to F1 and F centers,
respectively. Under neutron irradiation other bands at 3.5,
2.1, and 1.2 eV have been observed3 and associated to the
presence of aggregates of F centers. The first band is consis-
tent with the appearance of a signal at 3.6 eV upon annealing
of MgO samples containing a high concentration of these
point defects and also assigned to F-center aggregates.4 This
is supported by model studies of the kinetics of F-center
aggregation.5 However, while some author has reported simi-
lar bands at 3.5 and 2.1 eV in additive coloring experiments,6
Chen et al. were not able to observe these transitions in elec-
tron irradiated additive colored samples.3 X ray7 and UV
~Ref. 8! irradiation results in a band around 2 eV but does
not give rise to features around 3.5 eV. Therefore, while it is
generally accepted that the intense band at 5 eV originates
from bulk F and F1 centers, the assignment of the band at
3.5 eV to aggregates of F centers is not unambiguous, and no
proposals seem to exist for the band around 2 eV.
The detection of surface F centers is even more difficult
because of the problems connected to surface sensitivity of
the measure. By creating surface defects on MgO by various
techniques one observes transitions in a wide range, from 1
to 5 eV;9–12 see Table I. The bands at 5 eV have been attrib-
uted to subsurface F centers, while the bands in the 2–3 eV
region were assigned tentatively to surface F ~Ref. 9! or V2
~Ref. 10! centers. Wu et al.11 did perform the first experiment
on MgO thin films and did not observe bands in the 2–3 eV
region, but one band at 1.15 and 3.6 eV. These bands were
tentatively assigned to surface F centers ~1.15 eV! and to F
centers aggregates ~3.6 eV!, respectively. In a recent paper©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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Generation of defects Character of the sample Transitions observed
X-ray irradiation 2.4, 4.4, 5.6 eV ~Ref. 7!
UV irradiation 1.2, 2.1, 4.8 eV ~Ref. 8!
Neutron irradiation Single crystal, bulk 1.2, 2.1, 3.5, 4.8 eV ~Refs. 3, 8!
Additively colored crystals 0.9, 1.1, 4.8 eV ~Ref. 3!
~Mg excess! 2.1, 3.7, 4.8 eV ~Ref. 6!
Electron irradiation 4.8 eV ~Ref. 3!
Electron irradiation Single crystal, surface 2.3 eV ~Refs. 9, 10!
MgO thin film on Ag~100! 1.0, 1.3, 2.4, 2.8, 3.4 eV ~Ref. 12!
Thermal treatment MgO thin film on Mo~100! 1.2, 3.6, 5.3 eV ~Ref. 11!by Pfnu¨r and co-workers,12 MgO thin films have been elec-
tron bombarded and the corresponding optical properties
have been measured by electron energy loss spectroscopy
~EELS!. These authors tentatively assign the transitions at
around 1 eV to surface M centers, i.e., an aggregate of two
adjacent F centers. Likewise, on the basis of the comparison
with ab initio calculations of the optical properties of these
centers,13,14 the bands at 2.4, 2.8, and 3.4 eV have been at-
tributed to the presence of surface F centers at different co-
ordinated sites. Given the uncertainty in the proposed assign-
ments, it is clear that a comparison of measured with
computed transition energies can be of great help.
While the ground state properties of F centers have been
studied in some detail from a theoretical point of view,15–19
few ab initio calculations have been reported on the excited
states of F centers, or on the ground and excited state prop-
erties of F centers aggregates ~e.g., the M center!. Finocchi
et al.20 have studied the interaction of surface oxygen vacan-
cies on the MgO~100! surface by means of periodic calcula-
tions in the framework of the density functional theory
~DFT! within the local density approximation ~LDA!. They
found that, at low defect concentration, a series of electronic
levels is created in the gap of the MgO surface. These levels
are fully occupied and result from the coupling of atomiclike
orbitals localized on the vacancy sites. At high defect con-
centrations a mixing between these levels and the conduction
band levels occurs. Miyoshi et al.21 have studied the excita-
tion energies for bulk and surface F centers and for bulk M
centers using the Hartree Fock ~HF! approach followed by a
rather limited multiconfigurational self-consistent field ~MC-
SCF! treatment. Their prediction for the excitation energy of
bulk F and M centers, 7.38 and 5.79 eV respectively, are
much too high. The main source of error in these results is
the lack of electronic correlation effects in the calculated
wave functions. Recently we have studied the optical prop-
erties of F centers in the bulk and on different sites of the
MgO~100! surface, using explicitly correlated wave
functions,13,14 and we found an excitation energy for the bulk
F and F1 centers of around 6 eV instead of 5 eV, as experi-
mentally observed. The error is largely due to limitations in
the size of the basis set and of the cluster used, as shown in
a successive study.22 Still, assuming a given overestimate of
about 15% in the computed excitation energies, it has been
possible to predict that surface F centers give rise to transi-05410tions in the 2–3 eV region depending on their location on the
surface. However, no absorption band was predicted below 2
eV, leaving open the problem of the assignment of this band.
In this work, we report the first ab initio study of the
transition energies of a pair of F centers, the M center, in the
bulk and on the surface of MgO. For comparison, F centers
have also been considered to provide an error bar to the
computed optical transitions.
II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH
Optical transitions for surface and bulk F and M centers
have been studied using the complete active space self-
consistent field ~CASSCF! and CAS second-order perturba-
tion theory ~CASPT2! methods23,24 applied to suitably em-
bedded cluster models. Likewise, time-dependent ~TD!
density functional theory25 ~DFT! calculations have also
been performed mainly to explore the performance of this
rather new methodology in this particular kind of systems.
For molecular systems, TD-DFT is known to provide a good
accuracy,26–28 while relatively few examples of applications
to optical transitions of defects in solids have been
reported.29
CASPT2 is a generalization to CASSCF wave functions
of the well-known second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation
scheme ~MP2! based on closed-shell HF reference wave
functions, and reduces rigorously to MP2 for CAS contain-
ing a single closed-shell Slater determinant. An important
part of the electron correlation effects is treated in a varia-
tional way in the CASSCF step, and the remainder, mainly
dynamical electron correlation, is estimated by second-order
perturbation theory with the CASSCF as zeroth-order wave
function. This strategy combines the accuracy of a multiref-
erence configuration interaction treatment and the low com-
putational cost of a perturbational approach. Over the last
few years the CASPT2 method has been proven to be a fruit-
ful approach to study, analyze, and predict the spectroscopy
of a wide range of organic and inorganic molecules.30–33 The
method has also been successfully applied to study excited
states in solid state compounds.34–37 For F centers, the active
space used includes the two vacancy orbitals involved in the
electronic transition and 2 or 1 electrons for F and F1 cen-
ters, respectively. For M centers, the active space includes
four orbitals for each vacancy ~one of s type and the three1-2
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tains eight orbitals and four ~or three! electrons for M ~or
M 1) centers. The CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations have been
performed using the MOLCAS 5 package.38
TD-DFT is based in the Kohn-Sham formulation of DFT
and makes use of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
Kohn-Sham equations. In this formalism, the exact nonlocal
HF exchange for a single determinant is replaced by a gen-
eral expression, the exchange correlation functional, which
in principle includes both exchange and electron correlation
energy terms. Here we have chosen the hybrid B3LYP ap-
proach where the HF exchange is mixed in with the DFT
exchange using the Becke three-parameter approach39 com-
bined with the nonlocal expression of the correlation func-
tional proposed by Lee, Yang, and Parr,40 based on the origi-
nal work of Colle and Salvetti on the correlation factor.41,42
Two strategies have been followed to embed the quantum-
mechanical ~QM! clusters depending on the theoretical
method used. For CASPT2 calculations we used clusters of
ions embedded in point charges ~PC’s!. An interface of ab
initio model potentials ~AIMP’s! ~Refs. 43–45! between the
PC’s and the cluster has been used to avoid an artificial po-
larization of the anions electronic density induced by the
PC’s. For DFT calculations long-range polarization effects
have also been taken into account. To this end, the MgO
cluster model is divided into regions I and II. Region I in-
cludes a QM treated cluster, which is exactly the same as in
the CASPT2 calculations, but surrounded by interface ions
and classical shell model ions.46,47 The remaining part of the
cluster, region II, is represented by PC’s. The interface be-
tween the QM cluster and the classical ions, needed to pre-
vent an artificial spreading of electronic states outside the
QM cluster, is based on the representation of the Mg21 ions
by a semilocal effective core pseudopotential ~ECP!.48 All
the classical ions interact among themselves via interatomic
potentials. The interface atoms interact quantum mechani-
cally with the QM cluster, and classically with the remaining
‘‘atoms’’ in regions I and II. The interaction between the QM
atoms and classical ions in region I is described using short-
range classical potentials and long-range Coulomb potentials
whereas interaction with atoms in regions II includes only
the long-range potential. All centers in region I are allowed
to relax simultaneously during the geometry optimization.
PC’s in region II remain fixed and provide an accurate elec-
trostatic potential within region I. This hybrid scheme is
implemented in the GUESS code,46 which provides the shell-
model representation for the classically treated part of the
system and an interface with the GAUSSIAN98 package for ab
initio calculations49 of the QM cluster. The GUESS code al-
lows us to calculate forces acting on all centers in region I,
both QM and classical ~cores and shells! and simultaneously
optimize their positions using the Broyden-Fletcher-
Goldfarb-Shanno technique50 for the energy minimization.
We denote these clusters as shell-model ~SM! embedded
clusters. Ground state geometry optimizations have been per-
formed at the B3LYP level using the SM-embedded clusters.
The CASPT2 excitation energies have been computed on
these optimal geometries. The excitation energies of the F
and M centers have also been computed using the time-05410dependent density functional theory approach ~TD-DFT!
within the B3LYP functional.
At the CASPT2 level three clusters of different shape and
size have been used for bulk F centers: Mg6O18(QM)
1Mg21159O22159 ~AIMP’s!, Mg14O12(QM)
1Mg21157O22159 ~AIMP’s!, and Mg14O18(QM)
1Mg21157O22153 ~AIMP’s!. For bulk M centers two differ-
ent clusters have been used: Mg10O26(QM)1Mg2188O2262
~AIMP’s! and Mg24O22(QM)1Mg2166O2266 ~AIMP’s!. For
surface M centers also two clusters have been used:
Mg8O18(QM)1Mg2152O2234 ~AIMP’s! and Mg16O14(QM)
1Mg2138O2238 ~AIMP’s!. At DFT level one cluster has
been used for bulk M centers, composed of a Mg10O26
quantum-mechanical part, 50 Mg21 ECP’s and 902 polariz-
able shells. For surface M centers the cluster used consisted
of a Mg16O14 quantum-mechanical part, 24 Mg21 ECP’s and
782 polarizable shells. All these clusters were embedded in a
large array of 62 PC’s.
Different basis sets have been used in the CASPT2 and
DFT calculations. This is due to the slower convergence to-
wards basis set limit of the explicitly correlated calculations
compared to DFT calculations. For DFT calculations, a 6–31
G basis set has been used on all Mg51 and O52 atoms in the
geometry optimization. For the computation of the excitation
energies an oxygen 6-311G* basis set53,54 has been added
in the center of the vacancies to improve the description of
the localized levels. For CASSCF/CASPT2 calculations
atomic natural orbitals ~ANO! basis sets for O55 and Mg56
atoms with different contraction schemes have been used.
The contraction scheme for the smallest basis set used ~basis
A! is @14s9p4d/3s2p1d# for O and @17s12p/3s2p# for Mg.
For the second basis set ~basis B!, the contraction scheme is
@14s9p4d/4s3p1d# for O and @17s12p/4s3p# for Mg. A
third basis set ~basis C! has been used for F centers, in which
a @5d/1d# basis function has been added to the basis set of
the six Mg atoms surrounding the vacancy. Finally, a fourth
basis set has been used ~basis D! for bulk M centers, this is
@14s9p4d/4s3p1d# for O and @17s12p/4s3p# for the ten
Mg surrounding the cavity and @17s12p/3s2p# for the re-
maining Mg atoms in the cluster. In all cases, a (3s2p1d)
uncontracted basis set has been placed in the center of the
vacancies in order to improve the description of the elec-
tronic states. These functions have been optimized for the
ground state of the F1 center at the HF level in a previous
work.13
III. RESULTS
A. Bulk F centers
Before discussing the results for the M centers, we con-
sider the bulk F and F1 centers of MgO where unambiguous
assignments of the corresponding transition energies can be
done. In this way we want to check the accuracy of the
methods used and the convergence of the results versus clus-
ter size and basis set quality. The ground state of the F center
is characterized by the presence of a doubly occupied elec-
tronic level in the mid of the band gap. This level belongs to
the total symmetric A1g representation in Oh symmetry thus1-3
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electronic configuration. The ground state of the F1 center is
a 2A1g(a1g)1 in which the a1g vacancy level is singly occu-
pied. The first empty level of the bulk F center is of ‘‘p’’
nature and, due to the Oh symmetry, is threefold degenerate
(t1u). The first optical transition is, therefore, an excitation
from the a1g level to the t1u one (a1g→t1u) for both the F
and the F1 centers, see Fig. 1.
Since the scope of this work is to study the allowed opti-
cal transitions, we restrict the discussion to singlet and dou-
blet excited states for F and F1 centers, respectively. The
results of Table II have been obtained using the Mg14O12
cluster at the experimental bulk geometry and allow us to
define the adequacy of the basis set used in CASSCF and
CASPT2 calculations. In general we observe that the
CASSCF method gives consistently too high transition ener-
gies; this is not surprising since CASSCF does not include
dynamical correlation. The inclusion of dynamical correla-
tion at CASPT2 level lowers the transition energies by up to
1 eV. Therefore, in the following we restrict the discussion to
the CASPT2 results. With basis set B the excitation energy is
of 5.40 eV for F and of 5.90 eV for F1. These results are in
line with our previous work.22 The use of the large basis set
C has only a modest effect on the excitation energy of the F
center, suggesting that the results are reasonably converged
versus basis set size; even going from basis A to basis B the
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the energy levels involved
in the electronic transitions of bulk F and M centers. The energies
reported refer to the computed excitations energies for the bulk
centers at the CASPT2 level.05410changes are rather small ~,0.1 eV!. Both transitions energies
are overestimated, especially for the F1 center. The limited
inclusion of electron correlation and the use of an unrelaxed
bulk geometry are likely to be the reasons for this overesti-
mate, as will be discussed below. Consequently, in the cal-
culation of the M centers we will adopt these two basis sets
~A and B! which seem to provide a good compromise be-
tween accuracy and computational cost. Next, the depen-
dence of the results versus cluster size and shape for both F
and F1 centers have been investigated always using an un-
relaxed bulk geometry and basis A, Table III. Three clusters
have been used: Mg6O18 , Mg14O12 , and Mg14O18 . Going
from the smallest Mg6O18 cluster to Mg14O12 a reduction of
the first singlet-to-singlet transition for the F center from
5.96 to 5.47 eV is observed. An additional increase of cluster
size, Mg14O18 , has only minor effects on this transition en-
ergy which becomes 5.55 eV. The dependence of the transi-
tion energy on cluster size seems to be less pronounced for
the F1 center because of the more localized nature of the
excited state. Therefore, results in Table III suggest that a
QM cluster of 20–30 atoms is sufficient to describe the main
features of the excited states of F centers. Clearly, what re-
mains to be checked is the effect of the geometry relaxation
on the excitation energies. An optimization of the geometry
for the F and F1 centers has been performed at the HF level
with a SM-embedded cluster (Mg14O18 embedded in 30
ECP’s, 956 polarizable ions, and 3450 PC’s!. For the F cen-
ter, the distance between the vacancy and the closest Mg ions
expands by 3.2% with respect to the Mg-O bulk distance.
For F1 the expansion increases to 7.4%. The relaxation of
the geometry has a significant effect on the computed exci-
tation energies. These have been determined for the Mg14O12
cluster using basis C and the CASPT2 approach, Table III.
The computed transition energies are 5.01 eV for F and 5.22
eV for F1 centers, respectively. This means that the error in
the computed excitation energies is roughly 5% for F1 cen-
ter and less than 1% for the F center. Thus, not only the fact
that F and F1 centers give rise to a similar transition energy
is reproduced, but even the absolute value of the transition is
in quantitative agreement with experiment.
Analogous calculations for the ground and excited states
of F and F1 centers have been carried out using the TD-DFT
formalism within the B3LYP functional. However, a number
of problems in the determination of the excited state energies
have been encountered which resulted in much too low cal-TABLE II. CASSCF/CASPT2 excitation energies ~in eV! for F and F1 bulk centers using the cluster
Mg14O12 at the experimental bulk geometry and different basis sets. Only spin allowed transitions are
reported. Symmetry of the electronic states involved is indicated.
Basis A Basis B Basis C
CASSCF CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2 CASSCF CASPT2
Bulk F
1A1g→1T1u 6.45 5.47 6.34 5.40 6.27 5.33
Bulk F1
2A1g→2T1u 6.73 5.96 6.65 5.90 6.66 5.841-4
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experimental bulk geometry and basis set A. Only spin allowed transitions are reported. Symmetry of the
electronic states involved is indicated.
Mg6O18 Mg14O12 Mg14O18 Exp. assignment
Bulk F
1A1g→1T1u 5.96 5.47 5.01a 5.55 5.03 ~Ref. 2!
Bulk F1
2A1g→2T1u 6.00 5.96 5.22a 5.95 4.96 ~Ref. 2!
aResults obtained on a fully optimized geometry with basis set C.culated values for the optical transitions or in convergence
problems. Here, we can only attempt a tentative explanation
for this behavior and plan to perform more extended analyses
of the problem in a specific study. One may think that the
failure of the TD-DFT is associated to the well-known fea-
ture of DFT methods to underestimate band gaps. However,
this is not the case because the present TD-DFT calculations
have been carried out using the hybrid B3LYP functional
which indeed properly describes the band gap of oxides.57,58
The analysis of the TD-DFT results shows that the TD-DFT
excited states of bulk F and F1 centers have an excessive
conduction band character. This mixing with conduction
band orbitals in the F and F1 excited states is due to the
combination of two factors. On the one hand, the intrinsic
monoelectronic character of TD-DFT which makes use of
the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues of the ground state and, on the
other hand, the strong dependence of the energy of virtual
orbitals on cluster size. It has been shown that the band gap
estimate of MgO by means of a cluster model is rather clus-
ter size dependent.59 In other words, because of the above-
mentioned problems TD-DFT describes a genuine single-
reference excitation as a multireference one. CASPT2 does
not suffer from this defficiency because the energy of the
excited state is computed directly from the N-electron wave
function and both, the ground and excited state wave func-
tions, have a marked single reference character.
B. Bulk M and M¿ centers
M centers are formed by removing two adjacent O atoms
thus forming a double cavity. The electronic structure of a
bulk M center is characterized by the presence of two elec-
tronic levels in the gap which belong to the Ag and B3u
irreducible representations in D2h . These levels arise from
the coupling of the occupied a1g levels of the isolated F05410centers, Fig. 1, which results in a bonding ag and an anti-
bonding b3u orbital @Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!#. In the ground state
of neutral M centers both levels are doubly occupied—
1Ag(ag)2(b3u)2 state—whereas in the M 1 center the b3u level is
a singly occupied 2B3u(ag)2(b3u)1 state. The coupling of the
t1u ,x empty levels of the isolated F centers forms the excited
levels of M centers of Ag symmetry, Fig. 2~c!. This is the
level involved in the lowest transitions of the M center. The
x axis is assumed to pass through the center of the vacancies
so that the first dipole allowed transition of the M center
corresponds to the excitation of one electron from the filled
b3u orbital to the virtual ag one (b3u→ag), see Fig. 1. For
M 1, in addition to this transition, there is a second excitation
which corresponds to the transfer of one electron from the
doubly occupied ag orbital to the singly occupied b3u level
(ag→b3u), Fig. 1. We will see below that this second tran-
sition is the lowest one in M 1 centers. This description of
the electronic levels of the M centers is analogous to that
reported by Miyoshi et al.21 for bulk M centers in MgO,
Ko¨lmel and Ewig60 for bulk M centers in LiF, and by Finoc-
chi et al.20 for MgO surface M centers. Since we are inter-
ested in allowed optical transitions, we discuss only the re-
sults for the singlet and doublet excited states of M and M 1
centers, respectively.
The geometry optimization for the ground state performed
at the DFT ~B3LYP! level leads to a small relaxation for the
neutral M center, with an average expansion of the distances
between the center of the vacancy and the nearest magne-
sium atoms of 1.54%. For the M 1 center the relaxation is
larger, and the average expansion of the distance of the Mg
ions from the center of the cavity is of 4.12%. Geometry
relaxation has a small impact on the computed excitation
energies: the b3u→ag transition for the M center changes by
about 0.2 eV, while the effect is even smaller ~’0.1 eV! for
the ag→b3u transition of the M 1 center.FIG. 2. Contour plots of the
molecular orbitals corresponding
to the energy levels associated to a
bulk M center. ~a! doubly occu-
pied 1ag orbital, ~b! doubly ~M!
or singly (M 1) occupied b3u or-
bital, ~c! virtual 2ag orbital. The
shape of the orbitals is derived
from a DFT-B3LYP calculation on
the ground state of the M center.1-5
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as obtained from CASPT2 and TD-DFT ~B3LYP! results,
Table IV. For the neutral M center, both CASPT2 and TD-
DFT indicate a very intense 1Ag→1B3u allowed transition at
about 4.4 eV. For M 1 a transition with strong intensity is
found at 3.7–4.0 eV; this transition has the same character as
for the M center, i.e., it involves the excitation from the
singly occupied b3u level to the empty ag one. As we men-
tioned before, another, not very intense, transition is found at
1.3–1.5 eV corresponding to the excitation of one electron
from the doubly occupied ag level to the singly occupied b3u
one. Therefore, there is a substantial agreement between
CASPT2 and TD-DFT results. This can be attributed to the
reasonably localized nature of the levels involved, which al-
lows an unambiguous description of the different states. The
different behavior of TD-DFT in bulk F and M centers can
be attributed to the presence of two cavities in the latter,
which reduces the two-electron repulsion in the excited state.
This effect plus the energy lowering of the M center levels
produced by the coupling of the individual F center levels
~cf. Fig. 1! lead to a considerable decrease in the mixing with
conduction band levels and hence improving the efficiency
of the TD-DFT treatment.
The results obtained do not allow a clear assignment of
the computed transitions to observed bands in neutron or
electron irradiated MgO samples. Only the second intense
transition of the M 1 center ~3.7–4 eV! is close enough to the
3.5 eV band attributed to F centers aggregates. On the other
hand, as we have found a tendency to overestimate the opti-
cal transitions in F and F1 centers, we cannot exclude that
the lowest excitation of the neutral M centers, located around
4.4 eV according to the CASPT2 calculations, is somewhat
overestimated. Still, the difference from the 3.5 eV band ap-
pears to be sufficiently large to exclude a firm assignment of
this band to a neutral aggregated of two O vacancies. If this
is the result of the aggregation of a larger number of vacan-
cies remains to be clarified.
C. Surface M and M¿ centers
The ground states of the surface M S and M S
1 centers have
a similar character as for the bulk counterparts. Two elec-
tronic levels are associated to the vacancies and are located
TABLE IV. Electronic transition energies ~in eV! for bulk M and
M 1 centers computed at the CASPT2 and TD-DFT ~B3LYP! levels
at the optimized geometry ~in parenthesis oscillator strength!. Only
spin allowed transitions are reported. Symmetry of the electronic
states involved is indicated.
O26Mg10 O22Mg24
CASPT2 ~basis D! TD-DFT CASPT2~basis D!
Bulk M
1Ag→1B3u 4.45 ~0.839! 4.36 ~0.756! 4.36
Bulk M 1
2B3u→12Ag 1.26 ~0.062! 1.50 ~0.071! 1.27
2B3u→22Ag 3.76 ~0.531! 3.99 ~0.450! 3.7105410well below the conduction band20 (a1 and b1 in C2v symme-
try, Fig. 3!. These levels arise from the bonding and anti-
bonding combinations of the levels of the isolated surface FS
centers. In the M S center both levels are doubly occupied
and the ground state configuration is 1A1(a1)2(b1)2,
whereas in M S
1 the ground state is 2B1(a1)2(b1)1. With re-
spect to the bulk analogs, these electronic levels show an
expansion of the electron cloud towards the vacuum, Fig. 3.
Empty states in the gap arise from the combination of corre-
sponding empty levels of the isolated FS centers. However,
the diffuse nature of the empty levels leads to some mixing
with states with conduction band character. A consequence of
the expansion of the electron density towards the vacuum is
an additional stabilization of the empty levels, especially
those arising from the coupling of the two pz-type levels of
the Fs centers ~the z axis is normal to the surface plane!. This
stabilization is a consequence of the reduced electronic re-
pulsion within the cavity, a mechanism which is expected to
lower the excitation energies with respect to the bulk.13,14 A
second possible consequence of the ‘‘open’’ nature of the
cavity formed by the adjacent O vacancies on the surface is
that the excited levels are not strictly confined in the cavity.
FIG. 3. Contour plots of the molecular orbitals corresponding to
the energy levels associated to a surface M S center. ~a! doubly
occupied a1 orbital, ~b! doubly (M S) or singly (M S1) occupied b1
orbital. The shape of the orbitals is derived from a DFT-B3LYP
calculation on the ground state of the M center.1-6
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and TD-DFT ~B3LYP! levels at the optimized geometry ~in parenthesis oscillator strength!. Only spin al-
lowed transitions are reported. Symmetry of the electronic states involved is indicated.
CASPT2 ~basis A!
O14Mg16




1A1→1B1 2.29 2.00 ~0.045! 1.19 ~0.084! 2.06 ~0.030!
1A1→1A1 3.28 2.95 ~0.065! 1.48 ~0.020! 3.01 ~0.012!
1A1→1B2 3.84 3.43 ~0.180! 3.54 ~0.087!
Surface M 1
2B1→12A1 1.59 1.58 ~0.024! 1.56 ~0.048! 1.56 ~0.026!
2B1→22A1 2.25 2.13 ~0.002! 1.70 ~0.009! 2.14 (431024)
2B1→2B1 3.04 2.88 ~0.017! 2.03 ~0.031! 2.90 ~0.024!
2B1→2A2 3.43 3.27 ~0.002! 3.33 ~0.001!For the surface M S
1 center, the lowest allowed transition in-
volves the excitation of one electron from the (a1)2 level to
the (b1)1 one, as in the bulk M 1 center. The geometry opti-
mization for the ground state performed at the DFT ~B3LYP!
level shows a slightly larger relaxation with respect to the
bulk case. For the neutral defect the distances between the
center of the vacancy and the nearest magnesium atoms ex-
pands in average by 2.67%, whereas for the M S
1 center the
average expansion is of 4.63%. Differently from the bulk
case, we observe a significant effect of the geometry relax-
ation on the computed excitation energies. The excitation
energies for the M S center vary from 0.05 to 0.4 eV whereas
those for the M S
1 center vary from 0.4 to 0.7 eV except for
the lowest electronic transition for the M S
1 center. This is
because of the localized character of this transition which
cannot occur in the M S center.
Table V reports CASPT2 results for the two clusters and
the two basis sets used showing that the computed transitions
are essentially converged with respect to these two variables.
The CASPT2 excitations energies are compared with the
TD-DFT ~B3LYP! results. The lowest allowed transition for
the neutral M S center (b1→a1) predicted by CASPT2 oc-
curs at around 2.0 eV. For M S
1 the lowest excitation energy
(a1→b1) occurs at 1.56 eV. TD-DFT gives a lower value for
the first transition of the M S center 1.19 eV and an identical
value for the M S
1 center 1.56 eV. The origin of the discrep-
ancy for the first transition in the M S center is not easy to
explain. This discrepancy is found also for all the other tran-
sitions of both the M S and M S
1 centers. Thus, it seems that
the identical value provided for the lowest transition of M S
1
is not the rule. We try to provide an explanation for these
results. The lowest transition in M S
1 involves the doubly and
singly occupied vacancy levels a1 and b1 . These levels are
both occupied and hence optimized in the Kohn-Sham varia-
tional procedure leading to reasonably localized states. On
the other hand, the empty levels associated to the vacancy
are again close to the conduction band orbitals, and are par-
tially mixed with these states. One could argue that the more
diffuse character of the empty levels involved in those tran-
sitions is the reason for the different transition energies in05410CASPT2 and TD-DFT values. As we mentioned before, this
is not the case for the lowest transition of M S
1 where only the
a1 and b1 levels, well below the conduction band edge, are
involved.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have considered the electronic structure
of neutral and charged M centers in the bulk and on the
surface of MgO and we have computed the corresponding
electronic transitions in order to provide a firm basis for the
interpretation of measurements recently done on MgO thin
films. The calculations have been done using two computa-
tional approaches: the wave function based CASSCF/
CASPT2 method where correlation effects and multiconfigu-
rational nature of the wave function are explicitly taken into
account and the TD-DFT approach. This latter method is
much less tested in the context of the optical properties of
localized defects. The ground state optimal geometry of the
defects considered in this work has been determined at the
HF and DFT-B3LYP level making use of cluster of ions em-
bedded in a polarizable environment ~shell model approach!.
The results can be summarized as follows: The CASPT2
excitation energies for the neutral and charged F centers have
been computed with an error of ;1 and ;5 %, respectively,
Table VI. Similar errors can be expected when the same
computational method is applied to the study of the M cen-
ters. In the bulk, the M center gives rise to a first allowed
transition around 4.4 eV. This is about 1 eV larger than a
band reported in neutron irradiated samples and attributed to
aggregates of F centers.3 It should be noted that the origin of
this band is not very clear and that this has not been observed
by some authors in electron or UV irradiated or additively
colored samples.3,8 The M 1 bulk defect gives rise to a lower
transition at about 1.3 eV. This is due to the different nature
of the excitations in M and M 1 centers. In M centers the
transitions involve the highest doubly occupied level associ-
ated to the vacancy and the corresponding empty states be-
low the conduction band arising from the linear combination
of empty states of the isolated oxygen vacancies. In M 1
centers the first allowed transition is from the doubly occu-1-7
DOMI´NGUEZ-ARIZA, SOUSA, ILLAS, RICCI, AND PACCHIONI PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054101 ~2003!TABLE VI. Summary of transition energies ~in eV! for bulk and surface F, F1, M, M 1 centers computed
at CASPT2 and TD-DFT ~B3LYP! levels. The results are compared with observed optical bands in MgO.
Firm and tentative assignments are proposed. ~From similar calculations and models ~Ref. 14!, values of 3.39
~3.56!, 2.92 ~2.60!, and 2.60 ~2.43! eV have been reported for the lowest allowed transitions of F ~and F1)
terrace, step and corner center. Comparison to experiment for the bulk F center has suggested to scale down
these transitions energies. Kramer et al. ~Ref. 12! have used these scaled values to assign some of the
observed transitions.!
Transition CASPT2 TD-DFT Exp. assignment
F center bulk 1A1g→1T1u 5.01 5.03 ~Ref. 2! ~firm!
F1 center bulk 2A1g→2T1u 5.22 4.96 ~Ref. 2! ~firm!
M center bulk 1Ag→1B3u 4.45 4.36
M 1 center bulk 2B3u→12Ag 1.26 1.50 1–1.2 ~Refs. 3, 8! ~tentative!
2B3u→22Ag 3.76 3.99 3.5 ~Refs. 3, 6, 8! ~tentative!
M center surface 1A1→1B1 2.00 1.19
M 1 center surface 2B1→2A1 1.58 1.56 1–1.3 ~Refs. 11, 12! ~tentative!pied level in the gap to the singly occupied one. A second
intense transition for M 1 centers is computed at 3.7–4.0 eV,
and involves the same levels as for the M center. This tran-
sition could explain the observed band at around 3.5 eV for
neutron irradiated samples, Table VI.
On the surface the nature of the transitions for M S and
M S
1 centers is the same as in the bulk, with the only differ-
ence that the electron density of the ground, and in particular
of the excited states can expand towards the vacuum with no
geometrical constraint. As a consequence, the corresponding
transitions involving empty states occur at much lower en-
ergy. This is the case of the M S center which exhibits a
lowest transition at 2 eV at the CASPT2 level. The lowest
transition in M S
1
, with quite the same character as in the
bulk, occurs at a similar energy 1.6 eV. This transition could
be the origin of a band at 1–1.3 eV observed in electron
irradiated MgO films and tentatively attributed to M
centers.12 In most cases similar transition energies have been
obtained from CASPT2 and TD-DFT approaches. To some
extent this reflects the rather localized nature of the elec-
tronic states involved. On the other hand, as compared to the
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